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With the development of automation and computer networks, networked control 
systems (NCS) emerge naturally. Innovation of information brings far-reaching effects 
and challenges to automation. In recent years there has been considerable interest in 
networked control systems. The modeling, stability analysis and controller design in 
networked control systems are studied in this dissertation. 
Firstly, the basic problems and the modeling of networked control systems are 
presented. The mathematic models of networked control systems with data packet 
dropouts and delays are established.  
    Secondly, based on the switched model, we study the control methods of 
networked control systems with delays and data-packet dropouts. The switched model 
with an open-loop observer and a close-loop observer is established. The state 
feedback H∞ controller is designed to compensate the external disturbances. 
Numerical simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
    Finally, we study a new kind of network-based model——Network-Based 
Feedback Interconnection (NBFI). The NBFI with data packet dropout is modeled as 
an asynchronous dynamical system with rate constraints on events. By using the 
average dwell time method, a sufficient stability condition for NBFI is obtained. 
Numerical simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
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    定义 1.1[1]：若网络诱导时延在区间[0, a]内分布，且 a<T，则称网络诱导时
延为短时延。 
    定义 1.2 [1]：若网络诱导时延在区间[0, a]内分布，且 a≥T，则称网络诱导时
延为长时延。 



























































    根据采用的单包、多包传输模式的不同，数据包的时序错乱分为两种情况： 
    （1）对于单包传输，由于数据包中的数据是完整的，乱序使得后发的数据
先到。 












































   （1）固定时延网络控制系统 












   （2）随机时延网络控制系统 
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